TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Technical Addendum: Work Plan for Hydraulic
Testing in Bedrock Wells
PG&E Topock Compressor Station, Needles,
California
DATE: December 19, 2006

Introduction
On November 10, 2006, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) submitted the Work Plan
for Hydraulic Testing in Bedrock Wells (work plan)(CH2M HILL 2006) to the California
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC). The work plan described the rationale and
methods for hydraulic testing at the PG&E Topock Compressor Station near Needles,
California. This work plan was submitted in response to the November 3, 2006 DTSC letter
entitled “Additional Bedrock Investigation Based Upon Review of Bedrock Technical
Memorandum at Pacific Gas and Electric Company Topock Compressor Station, Needles,
California” to PG&E (DTSC 2006). The letter required that PG&E prepare a work plan to
conduct hydraulic tests at three bedrock wells at the Topock site, including former injection
well PGE-8. This work plan is currently pending DTSC approval.
As part of well maintenance activities in preparation for the upcoming testing, PG&E
conducted a well bore video, natural gamma, and cement bond geophysical logging at well
PGE-8 on November 17, 2006. During the well bore video, a length of 3-inch injection piping
was found in the well starting at approximately 360 feet below ground surface (bgs). This
piping is located approximately 45 feet above the beginning of the well screen/steel liner
and is open to the screened interval below. This piping is believed to be attached to the
packer originally installed in the well when it was used as an injection well. Notations on a
“Hazardous Waste Injection Well Statement” submitted to the California Department of
Health Services in 1987 indicate that the packer and a section of injection tubing were left in
the well when it was taken out of service in December 1973 (PG&E 1987). The manufacturer
of the packer, Baker Hughes Inc., was contacted regarding removal options for this packer.
They reported that several models of packers were in production in the late 1960’s. Some
models are removable and some are not. Different combinations of pushing, pulling, and
twisting are required to release different models of removable packers. Without knowledge
of the model number of the packer in PGE-8 we cannot determine whether or not it is
removable, and if so, what sequence of forces would need to be applied to release it. Because
of this uncertainty, any attempt to remove this packer would present a significant risk of
damage to the well casing or pinching off of the 3-inch injection piping. If the injection
piping were pinched off, flow from the screened interval of the well below the packer could
be impeded, preventing the planned hydraulic testing of the well.
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So long as the 3-inch piping and packer remain undamaged, a pump can be installed above
the packer and water from the well screen can flow upward through the open injection
piping allowing the planned hydraulic testing of the well to be completed. There are,
however, certain activities identified in the work plan will not be possible to perform at this
well while the piping and packer remain in place.
This addendum to the Work Plan for Hydraulic Testing in Bedrock Wells describes proposed
changes to the scope of planned activities at PGE-8.

Changes in Scope for Activities Planned at PGE-8
Activities described in the hydraulic testing work plan at well PGE-8, which will not be
feasible with the 3-inch piping and packer in the well, are:
•
•
•

Well bore videoing below the piping.
Geophysical logging below the piping.
Well redevelopment.

Well Bore Videoing
Video survey below the piping (360 feet bgs) is not possible using conventional well bore
video methods. There are small diameter cameras that could pass through the 3-inch piping,
however there is no way to insure that the camera would drop through the 3-inch pipe
rather than run alongside it. The casing in this well is in relatively good condition until at
least the 360-foot-bgs point (221 feet below water level). The well bore video report with
pictures of the casing and piping encountered can be found in Attachment A. Cement bond
logging on November 17, 2006 also confirmed that there is a good seal between the
cement/grout and the casing (up to 360 feet bgs). The cement bond geophysical log is
included as Attachment B. Video survey of the screened intervals would have provided an
assessment of the condition of the screen and would have been useful in selecting methods
and intervals for redevelopment. Without the possibility of redeveloping the well, video
survey of the interval below the packer would provide marginal value.

Geophysical Logging
Geophysical logging was previously conducted at PGE-8 in April 1969 after the initial
completion of this boring to 530 feet bgs (Dames and Moore, 1969). Natural gamma,
spontaneous potential, and resistivity logs were run in well PGE-8. The April 1969 logs are
provided as Attachment C of this addendum. Natural gamma logs run on November 2006
(up to 360 feet bgs) are included as Attachment D of this addendum.
Although it is theoretically possible to fit a geophysical logging tool through the injection
piping in order to log on the downhole side of the tubing, this task likely would prove to be
very difficult, if not impossible. The piping appears offset in the well (Attachment A), so
maneuvering a tool through this pipe may not be possible. Alternatively, the tool could be
caught between the pipe and the casing and become wedged before it made it through the
pipe, resulting in a lost tool and a plugged pipe. Since additional geophysical log
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information exists for this well, the benefits of trying to perform limited access logging are
outweighed by the risks of damaging or plugging the access pipe; as such, the logging will
not be performed.

Well Redevelopment
Redevelopment of this well with the piping and packer in place will not be possible. As
discussed previously, the presence of the piping and packer should not have an adverse
effect on the yield of this well during hydraulic testing, since the pipe is unrestricted and
approximately 3 inches in diameter. Prior to conducting the video and geophysical logs, site
sampling crew technicians performed a brief pump test on November 14, 2007. Goals of this
short test were to confirm that the casing and drop-pipe were in satisfactory condition and
to get a preliminary understanding of what this well may yield.
Two-hundred gallons of water were pumped using the sampling pump currently installed
in this well (located at approximately 290 feet bgs) over an 80-minute test. The flow rate was
variable during the first 10 minutes of pumping (1.7 to 4.2 gallons per minute [gpm]), then
the flow rate stabilized at about 2 gpm over the next 70 minutes. During this 70-minute
period, drawdown was steady at about 10 feet, resulting in a specific capacity of
approximately 0.2 gpm/foot. Full recovery took approximately 75 minutes once the pump
was shut off.
Depth to water is about 140 feet bgs and, during testing, the pump will be set at
approximately 350 feet bgs. This allows an approximate 200-foot column of water above the
pump available for drawdown during hydraulic testing. Historically, the best flow rate this
well could sustain was 20 gpm. The specific capacity of 0.2 gpm/foot was obtained at a flow
rate of approximately 2 gpm, and higher flow rates will most likely result in lower specific
capacities due to the increasing effects of well inefficiency. Due to the presence of the 3-inch
pipe, it is not possible to redevelop the screened zone, which limits the specific capacity of
the well to that of the current condition of the well. The target rate of 20 gpm would result
in 100 feet of drawdown at the measured specific capacity, but would likely result in
drawdown close to the pump intake if specific capacity was significantly lower than
0.2 gpm/foot. The current sustainable pumping rate for PGE-8 is unknown, but the
limitation of pumping with a 200-foot water column above the pump may have an effect on
the maximum discharge rate for the constant rate portion of the test.

Certification
This addendum to the work plan was prepared by CH2M HILL under the supervision of
the professional whose seal and signature appears herein in accordance with currently
accepted professional practices. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made.
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Fritz Carlson
Certified Hydrogeologist
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Attachment A
PGE-8 Well Bore Video Report November 2006

Attachment B
PGE-8 Cement Bond Geophysical Logs from
November 2006

Attachment C
PGE-8 Geophysical Logs from April 1969

Attachment D
PGE-8 Natural Gamma Log from November 2006

